Cisplatin-digoxigenin mRNA labeling for nonradioactive detection of mRNA hybridized onto nucleic acid cDNA arrays.
We optimized a novel nonradioactive hybridization technique using a cis-platin coupled digoxigenin derivative for direct labeling of mRNA. This new mRNA reporter molecule was applied to cDNA membrane arrays to simultaneously identify expression of hundreds of genes. The sensitivity of this nonradioactive mRNA hybridization technique was comparable to radioactive cDNA labeling on house-keeping gene expression but even superior on the detection limit of the expression of low abundant genes using mRNA isolated from human diploid fibroblasts. Additional advantages are faster readout and decreased total working times because of luminescence technology and avoidance of radioactivity. Finally, no potential artifactual reverse transcription step is necessary because of direct labeling of mRNA used for hybridization on nucleic acid arrays.